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Abstract—Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) is granting a new group of advanced power electronic devices emerging for enhancement of the power system performance. Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) is a recent version of FACTS devices for power system applications. The back-up energy supply system incorporated with UPFC is providing a complete control of real and reactive power at the same time and hence is competent to improve the performance of an electrical power system. In this article, backup energy supply unit such as superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) is integrated with UPFC. In addition, comparative exploration of UPFC–battery, UPFC–UC and UPFC–SMES performance is evaluated through the vibrant simulation by using MATLAB/Simulink software.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The FACTS technology improves the performance of an electrical network with organization of real and reactive power control. FACTS components, particularly responsible for power quality problems such as voltage flicker, power loss and transient stability problems. These problems can be mitigated by sufficient power flow control. The main responsibility of power flow controllers is compensating line voltage and load support. UPFC has attained the classic recognition of the numerous FACTS devices. UPFC embraces with two FACTS devices through DC link capacitor, it’s capable of performing series compensation, voltage and phase angle control simultaneously, guide to control of real and reactive power [1]-[4]. DC link capacitor energy storage is unable to supply controllable active power for an extended duration due to its inadequate energy storage [5], [6]. This DC link capacitor cannot compensate converter losses for the period of large transients [7]. Though the DC link capacitor energy storage is limited to a definite value, the backup energy storage systems have been introduced to store more energy. This backup energy storage system is used to improve the dynamic performance of power systems.

Energy storage systems (ESS) will be classified according to their applications such as short term responses and long term responses. Flywheels, superconducting coils and capacitor technologies correspond to short term response. These technologies are able to absorb and supply energy for short duration (few seconds to minutes) with high power density. In general, it is used to improve power quality and voltage stability. ESS likes batteries, fuel cells and compressed air belong to long term response; they can provide potential to act in response for long time periods (few minutes to hours). These devices perform power systems applications like power grid management, energy management and frequency regulation [8].

A Battery energy storage system (BESS) typically has high energy density; however, it has a limited life cycle, discharge rates and high temperature at functional environment. A UC energy storage system classically has rapid responses, high power density and extended life cycle [9]. SMES unit has the rewards of rapid responses, minimum energy loss during the conversion, high energy density and high efficiency evaluated with other backup energy storage systems. ESS with the FACTS integrated system operates as the best solution for improving the power quality [10]-[15].

This research article discusses the comparative investigation of UPFC-battery, UPFC-UC and UPFC-SMES using MATLAB/Simulink software. The main intention of this work is to control a UPFC with energy storage devices under three phase fault conditions for the power system stability enrichment. This research article is ordered as follows. Section II contains a system description deals with operation of UPFC, ESS and chopper. Section III explains control strategies for UPFC-battery/UC/SMES integrated systems in detail. The simulation results are demonstrated in Section IV. Finally integrated system is concluded with Section V.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The system model of UPFC integrated with energy storage systems is shown in Fig. 1. In this model UPFC with energy storage systems is connected to the long transmission line. System model contains four main components such as UPFC, ESS, DC-DC chopper and controller. An ESS (Battery/UC/SMES) is allied to the UPFC through DC-DC chopper interface. The detail model of controller is described in Fig. 3. However, UPFC-ESS integrated systems proffer a better dynamic performance than a standalone UPFC. The rapid and autonomous control of both real and reactive power of UPFC -ESS system formulates it the ultimate aspirant for several applications in the electrical power systems.
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A. UPFC Operation

An UPFC circuit consists of a boosting transformer, excitation transformer, two voltage source converters (VSC1 & VSC2) and a DC link capacitor. VSC1 (Shunt converter) connected to a transmission line in parallel through boosting transformer and VSC2 (Series converter) coupled with excitation transformer in the transmission power network. These VSC1 & VSC2 converters are coupled to each other with a common DC link capacitor. This DC bus permits the bidirectional flow of real power between terminals of SSSC and STATCOM. Shunt and series converters independently exchange reactive power with transmission power line. The VSC1 is primarily used for providing real power demand of the series converter through common DC link terminals. It can generate or absorb reactive power at its AC terminal, which is autonomous of the active power transfer to (or from) the DC terminal. The series connected inverter injects a voltage by means of controllable magnitude and phase angle in series with transmission line, thus providing real and reactive power to the transmission line. The combined version of real and reactive power converter provides the total complex power of the line. Real power can be calculated by line current in phase with injected voltage and reactive power is calculated by line current quadrature phase with injected voltage. The complex power of line it will be expressed as (1),

\[ P = jQ = V_l \left( \frac{V_{dc} + V_{ac}}{jX} \right) \]  

where \( i = \text{bus 1} \) and \( j = \text{bus 2} \). The UPFC active and reactive power equations expressed as follows in (2) and (3),

\[ P = \frac{V_l V_i}{X} \sin \delta + \frac{V_{ac} V_{dc}}{X} \cos(\delta + \rho) \]  

\[ Q = \frac{V_l V_i}{X} (\cos \delta - 1) + \frac{V_{ac} V_{dc}}{X} \cos(\delta + \rho) \]  

It can be seen from (2) and (3) that when \( \rho = 90^\circ - \delta \), transmission power line with UPFC will acquire the ultimate power. Introduce some suitable alteration of (2) and (3); it can acquire the real and reactive power expressed as in (4),

\[ P = \frac{V_l V_i}{X} \sin \delta \]  

\[ Q = \frac{V_l V_i}{X} (\cos \delta - 1) + \left( \frac{V_{ac} V_{dc}}{X} \right)^2 \]  

B. Energy Storage Devices

Energy storage devices such as a battery, UC and SMES have widely been adopted in UPFC due to their characteristics in terms of speedy response, power density, energy density, reliability and compact size. A battery is an electrochemical energy storage unit; it consists of two electrodes estranged by an electrolyte. Batteries applicable for power system applications are lead-acid, sodium-sulfur, nickel-cadmium, metal air, fluid flow, and lithium-ion. Amongst verities of batteries, lead-acid battery is an old and mature technique for greater part of power system applications [16]. Lead-acid rechargeable battery is having a very low energy-to-weight ratio, low energy-to-volume ratio and low cost. These features attractive for use in power system applications.

Ultra capacitors having high energy storage capability compared to conventional capacitor due to its large surface area and thin dielectric between the electrodes. The UC capacitance \( C_{UC} \) based on large surface areas of each electrode (A) and small distance between the electrodes (D) described as in (5),

\[ C_{UC} = \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r \frac{A}{B} \]  

where \( \varepsilon_0 \) the permittivity of free space and \( \varepsilon_r \) is the permittivity of dielectric material. An electrical energy stored in the UC \( E_{UC} \) is directly proportional to its capacitance \( C_{UC} \) and applied DC voltage \( V_{UC} \) as in (6),

\[ E_{UC} = \frac{1}{2} C_{UC} V_{UC}^2 \]  

The maximum power of UC is denoted as

\[ P_{max} = \frac{V_{dc}^2}{4R} \]  

where R is equivalent resistance. Maximum power of UC is inversely proportional to equivalent resistance of UC as in (7).

SMES is a direct current unit which stores electromagnetic energy for an extended duration directly without any loss of energy. In chopper power conditioning system, power flow takes place between the transmission power networks and the superconducting coil. The electromagnetic energy stored in the coil is given in (8),

\[ E_{SMES} = \frac{1}{2} L_{SMES} I_{SMES}^2 \]
SMES rated power is given by (9):

$$P_{SMES} = \frac{dV_{SMES}}{dt} = L_{SMES} \frac{dI_{SMES}}{dt} = V_{SMES} I_{SMES}$$  (9)

A battery/UC/SMES is connected to the DC side of a UPFC device through a chopper as in Fig. 1. Since UPFC devices frequently generate and absorb reactive power, the ESS device provides stored energy to UPFC when it’s necessary of real power. The conventional UPFC has only two functional modes: lagging (inductive) mode and leading (capacitive) mode. Although every mode of existing UPFC output voltage magnitude and phase angle will be controlled, they cannot be modified in steady state because of the deficiency in the immense active power proficiency of UPFC. In case of UPFC-ESS, the functional modes are increased to four. These functional modes are explicitly, inductive with DC charging and discharging mode, capacitive with DC charging and discharging mode. Owing to the characteristic of ESS, the UPFC with ESS cannot be activated considerably in one of the four modes because of the energy storage device charge/discharge cycle; consequently, these modes represent a transient-state operation.

C. DC-DC Chopper Operation

The insertion of an ESS in the DC link capacitor of the UPFC requires the use of an interface to adjust the voltage and current levels of UPFC and ESS. In the case of using Battery, UC and SMES, a two quadrant DC-DC chopper act as an interface is shown in Fig. 2. By making small adjustments on the DC voltage by means of the chopper, independent control of active and reactive power exchange between the UPFC-battery/UC/SMES and the utility system will be achieved.

ESS device has three modes of operation such as charging mode, standby mode and discharging mode. In charging mode, ESS device is charging when huge capability of load is detached from the transmission power line. At that time of detachment of the load enormous amount of power flows in the transmission power network. That power is absorbed from the power network by ESS. When the ESS unit is charging, the voltage across an ESS ($V_{ESS}$) is positive and the relation between $V_{ESS}$ and also the voltage across the dc link capacitor ($V_{dc}$) is often given as in (10):

$$V_{ESS} = D \cdot V_{dc}$$  (10)

Second mode stores energy in standby mode, when power systems are unbiased situations. In the third mode, ESS unit is discharging when loads are added to the power network or after the disturbance. For the duration of additional loads, require more power injections to transmission power networks from the discharging of ESS. When the ESS unit is discharging, $V_{ESS}$ is negative and the relation between $V_{ESS}$ and also $V_{dc}$ is often given as in (11).

$$-V_{ESS} = (1 - D) \cdot V_{dc}$$  (11)

The DC-DC chopper can be worked with an incessant spectrum of duty cycle (D) values ranging from 0 to 1. The voltage in the DC link capacitor is associated with the output voltage of the series and shunt converters of the UPFC/ESS system through (12),

$$V_{bc} = K_a V_{inv}$$  (12)

where $K_a$ is a constant linked with both the pulse-number of the VSCs (constant k) and the voltage ratio (a) of the transformers.

III. CONTROL APPROACH FOR UPFC-SMES/UC INTEGRATED SYSTEM

![Fig. 3 Internal Controller of the UPFC and DC-DC Chopper](image)

In general UPFC- Battery/UC/SMES has two control stages such as external loop control and internal loop control. In reference to power system necessities, an external loop controller offers real and reactive power instructions to the internal loop controller. Consequently, the internal loop controller generates firing control for the chopper circuit and different IGBTs of the VSC1&VSC2 of the UPFC. A
functional design of the internal control of the UPFC-ESS is shown in Fig. 3. The functional design that is proposed synchronizes the control subsystems of the DC-DC chopper and the VSCs of the UPFC. The control subsystem of VSCs has autonomous inputs of the reference signals of the current injected in line bus. From reference signals, the internal control resolves the magnitude and phase of the voltage at the VSCs of the UPFC respect to the voltage on the transmission power line. This internal loop control able to control two quadrant operations, based on the requirements of the external loop controller. The consequential signals D, α and β attained from the internal loop controller controls, DC-DC chopper, shunt converter and series converter respectively. As a result, Battery/UC/SMES device operation must be assured by the external loop control approach.

In this integrated systems an active power flow ($P_{\text{measured}}$) through the DC bus is calculated and deducted from their reference value ($P_{\text{reference}}$). This comparison results produce zero value for system normal condition as in (13). When the system deviates from its normal condition comparative results create the error signal ($P_{\text{error}}$). Based on this $P_{\text{error}}$ signal a DC-DC chopper circuit gate triggered. At the time of positive error signals as in (14) an ESS delivers power to UPFC through DC-DC chopper. An ESS store electrical energy as negative error signals occurred as in (15). The normal condition of the system

$$P_{\text{reference}} - P_{\text{measured}} = 0 \quad (13)$$

The abnormal condition of the system

$$P_{\text{reference}} - P_{\text{measured}} = P_{\text{error(positive)}} \quad (14)$$
$$P_{\text{reference}} - P_{\text{measured}} = P_{\text{error(negative)}} \quad (15)$$

IV. SIMULATION RESULT ANALYSIS

This research work presents the investigations of controlling a UPFC with ESS for the power quality improvement. UPFC integrated with ESS system is connected along the transmission line. A symmetrical three phase fault has been applied to the transmission line and the system dynamic performance is evaluated using MATLAB/SIMULINK software. Here the system transient is created on the bus at 1/60 s and it has been cleared in 6/60 s. Investigations are carried out with three topologies.

Case (1): UPFC with battery
Case (2): UPFC with UC
Case (3): UPFC with SMES

Case (1) is mentioned for the UPFC with the battery. Figs. 4-6 exhibits the dynamic response performance based on various parameters such as real power ($P$), reactive power ($Q$), and DC Voltage ($V_{dc}$) for the UPFC–Battery system with PI controller. The simulation results show that significant damping is accomplished by means of using the PI controller.

Case (2) is mentioned for the UPFC with UC system. The transient responses are shown in Figs. 7-9.
Case (3) is mentioned for the UPFC with SMES system. The transient responses are shown in Figs. 10-12. The simulation results noticeably demonstrated that UPFC–SMES provides better damping of real power, reactive power and DC link voltage.

UPFC with ESS absorbs/supplies a real power flow path for UPFC; however UPFC controller is independent of backup supply. From the above results of three cases observed that the DC link capacitor voltage is preserved a constant and balance of active and reactive power after a fault cleared period. Back up energy sources are supporting active power and UPFC converters are supporting reactive power of load demand. An ESS does not support the reactive power load demand. The simulation results illustrated that the UPFC–Battery system provides low performance compared to UPFC–UC and UPFC–SMES systems because of its low power density. From the simulation results inferred that both UPFC–UC and UPFC–SMES systems have similar dynamic performance over a particular range. Subsequently UPFC–UC integrated system diverges from its actual values before the simulated time due to its lower energy density. So UPFC–SMES integrated system is capable of controlling and suggest a consistently terrific performance over a broad range of operating situations and disturbances.

V. CONCLUSION

The practicability of connecting the backup energy system to the UPFC is considered for power system performance improvement. The battery/UC/SMES with control of UPFC DC link capacitor voltage involves alteration of the chopper controller parameters to control the DC link capacitor voltage expedient. The chopper control is referred to using the utmost exploitation of the source active power and then permits the backup electrical energy storage systems to bear the active power required by the load. Among the three substantial energy storage systems, SMES based UPFC is much better than UC based UPFC and battery based UPFC schemes in terms of transient stability improvement, constant DC bus voltage and improved power transfer capability.

NOMENCLATURE

- $V_{i}, V_{j}$: Voltage of $i^{th}$ and $j^{th}$ bus
- $\delta_i, \delta_j$: Phase angle of voltages $V_i$ and $V_j$
- $V_t$: Transmission line voltage
- $\delta_l$: Phase angle of $V_t$
- $V_{inv}$: UPFC inverter voltage
- $V_{dc}$: UPFC dc-bus voltage
- $V_{dcref}$: UPFC dc-bus reference voltage
- $P_{tref}, Q_{tref}$: Active and reactive power reference in line
\begin{align*}
I_{ESS} & \text{ Current through energy storage system} \\
V_{ESS} & \text{ Voltage across energy storage system} \\
P_S, Q_S & \text{ Active and reactive power at sending end} \\
P_R, Q_R & \text{ Active and reactive power at receiving end}
\end{align*}
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